
1. Secure the compass around 
the wrist using the wrist 

band and buckle. Ensure the short 
strap with buckle is located on 
the backside of the navigator’s 
wrist (away from the body). The 
activation button should now be 
in the 1 o’clock position when 
viewed by the navigator.

2. Determine the azimuth and 
distance you would like to 

navigate using a map or a known 
location from the starting point 
(called dead reckoning when 
you can see the end point) or a 
general direction based upon the 
start point and the general area 
end point.

3. With the compass worn 
on your wrist, hold the 

compass in center line with your 
torso about halfway between 
your bellybutton and the bottom 
of your ribcage at a comfortable 
distance from your body.

4. At the top of the compass 
housing located at the 12 

o’clock position is a prominent 
index point. Turn the compass 
bezel so that the desired azimuth 
is directly under the index point 
(between 0 and 360 degrees).

5. Ensuring that your compass 
needle is floating freely (if 

it appears to be sticking, rotate 
the wrist until the needle floats 
free), turn your body until the red 
tip of the compass needle is 
aligned exactly on top of the 
0 degree mark of the compass 
bezel.

6. Once you have set the 
azimuth (step 4) and 

aligned your red needle tip to 0 
degrees (step 5) the direction you 
will travel is straight ahead from 
where you are facing.

7. Choose a clearly defined 
object directly in front of 

you and double check to ensure 
it is in direct line with your chosen 
azimuth. Move to that location 
making note of your pace count. 
Once you reach that location, 
repeat steps 4-7 until you reach 
your end point.
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WHAT IS AN AZIMUTH, WHY DO I NEED IT AND WHERE DO I GET IT?
What is an azimuth? 
To understand azimuth in navigating terms, consider yourself the center 
point of a clock lying flat on the ground with only the minute hand (your 
right arm). Instead of having 60 minutes between 12, 3, 6 and 9 o’clock 
positions you have 360 degrees between N, E, S and W positions. 
Standing in the center of the clock circle, face N (or the 0/360 degree 
position) and point in the direction you want to go with your right arm. 
The imaginary line created towards the direction you are pointing crosses 
the clock circle over the top of a degree hash mark (between 0 and 360); 
that mark is your azimuth.

Why do I need it? 
Your azimuth is an imaginary line drawn between your start and end 
point (locations). Navigators use an azimuth for a bearing (direction) to 
where they want to go.

Where do I get it? 
There are a few different ways to get an azimuth. The most common 
for a navigator is to use a topographic map. You may also be given an 
azimuth by someone who wants you to navigate to a specific location. 
You could also use your compass to visually “shoot and azimuth” to a 
desired location in the observable distance.2. Determine the azimuth 
and distance you would like to navigate using a map or a known 
location from the starting point (called dead reckoning when 
you can see the end point) or a general direction based upon the 
start point and the general area end point.
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HOW TO DETERMINE YOUR BASE PACE COUNT

1 Measure out 100 meters in an open field or open area and clearly 
mark the start and end points.

2 Beginning at the start point, walk using your normal stride to the 
end point counting each step as your go. Once you reach the end 
point, record the number of steps.

3 Repeat step 2 three times. Add your three results together and 
divide the result by 3. This is your base pace count.

4 If your navigation route will take you through harsh traveling areas 
(swamps, steep hills, mountains, dense woods, rivers and streams, 
etc.) you may wish to create a new base pace count through each 
of these areas. Many navigators tend tonincrease their pace count 
for the same distance traveled when navigating harsh terrain.

5 You should always wear the gear you plan to navigate in when 
determining your base pace count.

6 Navigators use different techniques to keep track of their pace 
count; NavELite beads, small rocks or pebbles, etc.

What if there is a significant obstacle (building, thick forest, 
mountain, lake, etc) in the way of my direction of travel?

Bypass the obstacle by “box’ing” around it. Upon reaching the 
obstacle stop your pace count (discussed later) and record that 
distance as “Leg 1”, turn 90 degrees and move far enough to the left 
or right of the obstacle to bypass it (ensuring you start a new pace 
count and record it as “Leg 2”). Then turn back to your original azimuth 
and move far enough to reach the far side of the obstacle (ensuring 
you add this pace count to Leg 1). Now turn 90 degrees back in the 
opposite direction and move the same distance you recorded for Leg 
2. Upon reaching the end of the Leg 2 pace count, turn back to your 
original azimuth and continue on to your final desitination point.

Example: 
From your start point, your azimuth is 10 degrees and need to travel 
1,000 meters (1km) to reach your end point. During your travel, you 
encounter a lake and decide to box it. From your start point you have 
already completed a pace count of 400 meters; record this distance 
and stop the count. You decide to box right. At the edge of the lake, 
you turn 90 degrees to your right; your new temporary azimuth is 
100 degrees (original azimuth plus 90 degrees). You start a new pace 
count and travel in the direction of 100 degrees for 200 meters at 
which time you determine you have gone far enough to have bypassed 
the lake. You stop your pace count at 200 meters and record it. You 
now turn 90 degrees to your left facing back towards your original 
azimuth or direction of 10 degrees. You start your original pace count 
up again and travel another 300 meters bypassing the lake on your 
lefthand side. You add the 300 to your original distance traveled/pace 
count of 400 meters for a new total pace count of 700 meters; record 
this distance and stop the count. Now you turn 90 degrees left again 
facing your new temporary azimuth of 280 degrees (original azimuth 
minus 90 degrees). Starting a new pace count, you travel back 200 
meters bringing you back to the original line of travel between your 
start and end points. Turn right 90 degrees putting you back on an 
azimuth of 10 degrees or your original direction of travel. Restart your 
pace count (700 meters) and travel the final 300 meters to your end 
point destination.
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